
CS 470/570 Exam 6 Extra   Spring 2017   Solution 
 
7. Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF) is product-of-sums, such as (a ∨ b�) ∧ (a� ∨ c�) ∧ (b ∨ c). 

Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF) is sum-of-products, such as (a ∧ b�) ∨ (a� ∧ c�) ∨ (b ∧ c). 
An expression is satisfiable (SAT) if there exists any assignment that makes the expression true, 
and otherwise it is non-satisfiable (non-SAT).  An expression is a tautology (TAUT) if every 
assignment makes the expression true, and otherwise it is a non-tautology (non-TAUT). 
 
Multiple choice.  For each given problem, choose its correct complexity class, and justify each 
answer below. 
 

B CNF SAT A. P 
B. NP-complete 
C. NP, but neither P nor NP-complete 
D. co-NP-complete 
E. co-NP, but neither P nor co-NP-complete 
F. Both NP-hard and co-NP-hard 
G. None of these 

D CNF non-SAT 
A CNF TAUT 
A CNF non-TAUT 
A DNF SAT 
A DNF non-SAT 
D DNF TAUT 
B DNF non-TAUT 

 
Justify your answers: 
 
 
CNF SAT is NP-complete by Cook’s theorem. 
Therefore its complement problem CNF non-SAT is co-NP-complete. 
 
CNF TAUT and CNF non-TAUT are in P due to this polynomial-time algorithm: 
The formula is a tautology if every clause contains both x and 𝐱𝐱� terms for some variable x. 
Otherwise it is a non-tautology because we can choose any other clause C and make it false. 
If C contains term x then set variable x = false, else if C contains term 𝐱𝐱� then set variable x = true. 
 
DNF SAT and DNF non-SAT are in P due to this polynomial-time algorithm: 
The formula is non-satisfiable if every clause contains both x and 𝐱𝐱� terms for some variable x. 
Otherwise it is satisfiable because we can choose any other clause C and make it true. 
If C contains term x then set variable x = true, else if C contains term 𝐱𝐱� then set variable x = false. 
 
Finally, by DeMorgan’s laws, the complement of a CNF formula is a DNF formula, and vice versa. 
For example, CNF (a ∨ �̅�𝐛) ∧ (𝐚𝐚� ∨ �̅�𝐜) ∧ (b ∨ c) and DNF (𝐚𝐚� ∧ b) ∨ (a ∧ c) ∨ (�̅�𝐛 ∧ �̅�𝐜) are complements. 
Therefore each pair of problems below has reductions in both directions, so each pair is 
polynomial-time equivalent and has the same complexity: 
 
CNF SAT ≡ DNF non-TAUT. 
CNF non-SAT ≡ DNF TAUT. 
CNF TAUT ≡ DNF non-SAT. 
CNF non-TAUT ≡ DNF SAT. 

 


